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NROGRESLANO CAUTION

* \ A

_ , 4 ..-
-

.

The Pattern of Healthful LiliQg PrOject was a curriculum

development effort-funded by the :Texas tommissiono
. ,

* Alcoholism. The gUides were written, subjected to two

pilotings and carefully evaluated for content, grade

appropriateness, and pupil effectiveness.

Because this is a values based curriculum attempting to
N

effect attitude and behavioral changes in pupils regarding

decisions important to youth, the Pattern if Healthful

Living staff does not recommend the use of these guides

without the requisiteteacher preparation. Affective

teaching skills and attitudes are imperative if,the results

the project obtained from piloting can be expected from A_
4

4,

others who use the material-.

The staff recommends these materials not be used daily,

but rather spaced to cower a semester of time. Materials

are available for grades kindergarten through eight.

oft

The focusing goal of a values-based curriculum is the

development in children of a' positive self-image Th s

will set the pattern for utilizatiOn of decision making

processes which are necass.ary in a democratic society: If

this is'kept in mind and teachers are -properly trained, we

will have taken one f'urther'step in humanizing education.

Shirley- E.. Rose, Ed.D
Project -Coordinator

T
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PREFACE
4."4

."14

Itionale ' N

) ./ .
.Harris County.Department of 'Education conCeptuatOzed "Pa terns

of Healthful Living" curriculum design under the4follbw"ng
premises: 1 . t'i-

7
1. Belief in the supreme worth and indjviduak4y of each!

- pupil.

2. Belief that each person Vi'Ould be aided by educatio al
institutions in Attaining:hi.s mtential as a ,human being.

3._ Belief that each person should be saided by e 'ucat orraf
inst-itut'io-ns for effective particiation in 'de cratic
society.

;.;

4. Belief that each person can becoolethe pees n he wants
to be and function more effectiveljn a fr e society.if,
he is helped to develop a personal rational value system.

5. Belief .that ope of the important:;:functions Fk a school, in
a free society-is to helri de'v'elop and clarify a
personal belief system.

6: Belief in a value-based educa'flioniOrogram a''s the effectiv
means of assisting into: bedoming a "rational
thinking," "self-actualizing"'individual.

/
Goals

The following broad goals were identified in order to
facilitate.the ultimate -ai,m of the program as\outlined in
the proposal to-the Tex0 Commission on AlcoOlism: "The
ultimate aim will be_to *h an ongoing program which can
-be offered to organize ions throughout th, state, a program
wOch produces individuals with the.abilly to, make responsible
judgmemti on their lifestyle."

The program attemptedethe following:

a. Assist pupils in -the developMent of a more positive
self-concept which helps individuals achieve a more
rewarding, enriched' life:

10
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kAssist pupils in the dev lopment of rational thinking
processes Decessary to e fective functioning in a freesociety. 4

Assist in the d veloometrt and refinement of inter andintra persona skills riecessary for individual and groupeffectivenes

4. Assist in 'helping the child understand the values of the
society in/which he lives and participate effectively inthat- society.'

5 Assist yin developmeneiof a personal and societal value
system, which involves:

A.. Under.standing how a value system evolves.
B. Appreciation of value systems operating in a multi-

ethnicethnic -soctety.
C/, Exftriences in examination of values both, personal

and societal.
,b. Experiences in!.resolutiano4 value conflict and

value clarifiCation both personal and societal.

.4

11
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TIONALE

At

The child will share many experiences with other children

and teachers thiS year. It is hoped that these personal-

experiencds will foster in each a, growing understanding,

respect, and love for themselves and for each other. The

concept of the child is most important if he is to be

a happy person who IS--able to love and accept love. If the

'child feels good about himself, his succeA as'a person, who

is able to cope with the many situations of life, assured.

The lessons have been planned to develop within the child

a valuing process. Hopefully this process will help him

make decisions in the, many choices he is confronted with each

T. 4',day It is important for a child to express his thoughts in
.

various situktions and.to listen-to others expressTheir

ideas, even when they are in conflict with his own. After 1,

hearing many ideas he will be better equipped to evaluate

and develop.his:Ork set of values. ,

Oev'eloping values is not something that will be,acco"mpli.shed

Fri a, seek, a month or a year. This is a lire long process

which requires constant examination and utilization of

intelligent thinking processes. No perie* can give another

a set of values.; each must develop his own_ The,teacher.is

in a unique .role of being able to help students clarify their

values. This durriculumoguide is only a beginning to help the

child continue the process of developing his _own *et of values.

xv



DIRECTIONS TO TEACHERS

The time devoted to a lesSon should not exceed twenty

or twenty-five minutes unless you feel the students will

benefit by extending the time. If, at any time, you feel

the attention of the group'is waning,, you should then

summarize and terminate.the .lesson. Some lessons will be

more effective if spread over two or more days; this may

vary, according to your class, St

Before beginning the lesson bb sure you have checked

materials needed and have everything ready for use. Being

well"prepared is one factor toward a successful lesson.

. The lessons begin with'the appreciation of self. A

child,whO learns to accept and appreciate ilimself will be

pi a much better position to accept and lovg others and

. the world around him. As the lessdns prpreed,, he discovers

emotions are normal for everyone and they are not .sOinething

to be suppressed, ashamed of, or Afraid, of. These and many

everyday experiences are realistic and the student is .

.encouraged to talk about them freely and instructed in ways
c

to deal with them effectively.

The teacher should act as a' guide during the discussion

--period and s7.1111d avoid giving his opinion. The student

should be encouraged to express his feelingi without fear

14 ,
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of teacher disapproval. :There are no right or wrong answers.

This type of discussion should be enjoyed by the student

beeause anything he says is accepted. The que5ticins were

'carefully planned using teaching strategies that begin with

the lowest level of thinking, recalling facts, 'and proceeding

through making and explaining inferences, about fetelings, to

making generalizations about people and their feeling.

While asking open ended questions in a discussion, the teacher

can learn mych about the feelings, of each individual. This

is invaluable in'working with the student.

J L,

The main objectiveof 'the teacher through 'the u'se of

I,

this guide should be to assist the student in developing

a good self-image, and to become a better decision- maker.

-after having examined alternate behavior and consequences.

, Margaret Evans

,

1 5
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UNIT I

LESSON 1 - BEAUTY #1 (This lesson will. take two days to develop
completely.)

Purpose:

To emphasize that thi gs in the Universe are beautiful,
but man is the most eautiful of all.

Concepts:

' Beauty

Prerequisites:

None

Terminal Ob ectiv :

lkippil will demo tra.4 hi.s understanding of beauty by drawing
icture. repre entinOhis concep/;of beautl.s

r

Yr*

Enablin' Ob:

Pupil Sri 1 verbally expT-tini how each character in the
story r resented beauty.

2. 4erball each pupil will decide which element in the
story s the'most beautiful and support his choice
with o reasons.'

Materials:

1. Puppets (See appendix for patterns) :" A
I

2.- Puppet stage and scenery (Optional)
3. Paper, pencils, c-rayons-

1 '4. Prepare bulletin -board with caption "Beal.S4iftl Things"
'display pictures children drew.

5. Record Everything is Beautiful
6. Tape #1 of Skippy and Ernie Dialogue
7. Cassette recorder

i...i.arning Experiences

. .

introduce the two puppets Ernie and Skj.ppy. L



2. Play theme tape "Everything is Beautiful" using the '

puppets.

3. After the story conduct
4

the follow discussion:

a. What happened in the story?
b. Whys did the boys think the rock Was beautiful?
c. Why did Skippy think the flower was, more beautiful"

than the rock?
d. Why did Skippy think the bird was more beautiful

than the flower?
e. Why did Skippy think the dog was.more beautiful than

the bird?
f. Why did Skippy say that people were more heautiful

of all? \o.

Evaluation': \

Give each child a piece of paper and ask them to draw what
they thought was the.most beautiful and colcir it.

Ask them to think of at least two reasons they chose to
draw this picture.

lv

-4

4
4,
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CHARACTERS: Two puppets Skippy and Ernie'

SCENE: Two boys (neighbefrsifriends) who have just met
over the back f ce and are relaxing while they
talk about what they think is beautiful. (In
order to bring about the hierachical ascendancy
of values and .beauty, each boy takes a turn pointing
out to the other something in nature he sees as more
beautiful than the other.)

PROPS: Garden (small) with blooming flowers (one coloi-
or variety)
Tree with bird on a branch
Dog (puppet style) lying down under tree
Several small and large rocks of various shapes,
colors

. Ball for dog to chase

OBOECTIVE: The 'pupil will become aware and appreciate beauty
of nature which Sbrrounds

DIALOGUE:

SKIPPY: Hi: My name is Skippy. What 's your-name?

'ERNIE: My name is Ernie and I just moved into our'new

hoUse next dooy to your houslv May I come over

in your yard?

SKIPPY: Sure. Let's have some fun. C'mon over.

ERNIE: I know a lot about rocks like these .in your yar

Look at this one. Isn't it pretty? 'See how it

sparkles in,the sunshine?

. SKIPPY,: Yeah! I bet that's what they use to make jewelry.

kei
ta.

My mother said there are loti of r.ocks in the;.

mountainsides and deep in the earth that can:be

polished and cut in ,little pieces to make ri gs

and Other pretty things.

ERNIE: r think rocks are.very_pretty, don't you.? like

to hunt for real smooth ones sometime, too, "cause.

.

1-3
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they're fun.to feel. My teacher told us that

a lot of rocks.in'the water change frpm rough

to smooth because the watermoves over them for

a longtime and wears them down. Did-you know

that?

SKIPPY: Yeah, our science lesson was about rocks one

time, but, you know_what?, I think the flowers

in my.mother's garden are prettier than rocks.

Flowers can 'do more things than rocks.

ERNIE: Like what?

SKIPPY: Well, they can grow; they make people happy because

0,
they' have such pretty colois, and sometimes they

even tm51.1 good. Is your mother going to Waiii.e a

flower garden. in your backyard?
,

ERNIE: Sure. She's going to let the help her plant seeds

so,we'll have a whole bunch of flowers. den the

flowers 'bloom we'll probably,. take some to my

grandma. Daddy said flowers make grandma happy

because they are so pretty.

SKIPPY: Say, Ernie, look at thatbird upi.n my tree:
,

Gee,.he' beautiful'. Just look at his blue

feathers:- You know, 1411 bet. it's fun to, fly

arotid in, tt't2sky)and look down at everything on

earth. Birds can do ever so much more than rocks
v,

. ....4,-,0 .. . .

and floWers,:cn't they?
N .

ERNIE: Let'i each' name' things,birds can do. ,O,K.? I'll
.,

.. ,
. A

be f4rst. Birds can fly. Biy4s.can build nests
.--:. ....

.
.

,

19
.

tr..
:
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to live in and they can sing, pretty songs.

SKIPPY: It's my turn now. Some birds not-only fly,

they can fldat on top of the water, you know,
, -

like ducks. They can lay eggs to hatch into

baby birds, too. I think birds are prettier

than anything, don't you? /

ERNIE: Mom says when we plant her garden she wants the

.birds around to help eat the ,bugs that wi 11 try

to eat the new.plants. ,They 'sure .can help a

farmer, too,: sometimes'..

SKIRPY: ISpeaking to dq.g) Key, -Chip: Are you goinglto
4' 4

sleep forever? Good dog: Go.after the ball.

Now, bring it to me.

ERNIE; Golly., he's smart: Did it take long for'Chip to

lekrn to do that?

SKII)PY. Hope. He knows some more tricks too. Dogs are

smart. I'rea'lly love old Chip. He.s like my,

friend when we play tb5ether., Dad says dogs are

'almost like people soTetImes...tey even lo- ok at

yo like they're ready-to talk.

-ERNIE: Ye h, but gs ca'n't talk: And that's why people .,
.

.

are better and smarter thananimals: ...-2''),
.

SKIPPY: You're right: People are the most beautiful of (

. %.

all.. And people' are lots more fun too, like

my friend Jerry. I really like him. Sometimes

we go on our bikes to the park:acros's the'street

e

from.his house. We play on the slides and swing

2 01
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and run down by the pond where we can see our

faces in the water and laugh at how funney we

look.

ERNIE: 'You know, I r lly like my°friends, too. They

are so much un to talk to and play ball with.

I really think they'are great. They sty they

1

like to play with me, too.

MOTHER: Ernie, come home QOW and help me move some boxes

in,your room.

ERNIE: O.K., Moo. -I have to go now, Skippy. See you

later. Aye.

c

-4/
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UNIT I

LESSON 2 BEAUTY #2

Purpose:

. ,Help students become aware of the beauty of the Univ.erse

Concept:

Appreciation, beauty, Universe

Terminal Objective:

Pupil wIV.demonstrate an expanding understanding Of the concept
beauty by drawing a picture of something from nature which they
have determined is beautiful:

Enabling Objectives:

1. Each pupil will name and explaintne thing which represents
beauty to 'him.

2., Pupil can 1011 why he thinks the, "beautiful thing" chosen
by another child zis, truly beautiful';

Materitls:

1. Puppets
2. Record -"Everything is-Beautiful"
3. Paper, pencil ,and crayons

Learning Experience:

Let the children talk about their drawings.on the bulletin
board gtvin9 reasons for their choice.

'

.. 2. Using the puppets conduct a discussion on, all the beautiful
things around us.

Ernie: Skippy, aren't those beautiful, pictunes the boys
drew: .'

Arf,,'

s, Ernie, even Chip is saying they are nice and you
,krt w there are a, lot of other beautiful things around
uS,,like the air. We breathe the, air, sometimes the
,Oir is crisp. or hot and if we clid not have air we

not live. "--

Ernie: That is rightl, Skippy, and another thing I like is
the sky. Isn't it beautiful, boys and girls, when
the suh is shining and little white puffs of clouds,

1 -7 22
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, are gliding by?

Skippy: Ernie, I bet these children can tell us some
beautiful things they like.

, (call name
of child) what do you see around you when you are
outside that you iike?

(Let puppets call on different children and discuss the beauty
of nature for about ten minutes. At ena ordlscussion,send
with the following)

Skippy: Boys and girls, let's listen to Ray Stephens sing
"Everything is Beautiful'.

Evaluation:

Take pupils outside and discuss beautiful things in nature
they see. ,Let pupils draw and color picture of something
they think is beautiful.

0

f
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UNIT I

_LESSON 3 - HELPFULNESS
I

Give help when /and where it is needed

Concept':

Helpful ess

Ter, inal Objective:,
-

,

011 demonstrate his understanding of tp6=A)oncept "help"
through role playing a helping situation viith one of his peers.

Enabling Objectives:-

T. Pupil will participate in a dicsussion indicating how
natural elements help each other.

2. Pupils will be able.to compare how tev helping aspects
of nature also operates with people. Each child will
give an example of hoW he helped someone without being,
asked.

,Materials:

Puppets '

Learning Experience:

1. Using the puppets tell the following story:

Once there was a very small,seed thatvas so sad. It
was 'sad because it felt it was so little and,unimportant.
_The seed used to cry ind wish it were something big,
beautiful, and important. The wind hear the seed cry so'
it blew the seed into a garden with rich soil to help it
`groW. Then the rain let drops fall on the ground so the
little seed would grow roots. Of course, the sun wanted
to help, too, and knew the seed could not grow if. he did
not shine on it, so he did. The sun and rain worked so
hard 'for a long time to help the little seed grow into
a big beautiful flower. After a week the little seed sent
up a'sprout and it was so happy it was growing. Mr. Sun'
and Mr. Rain kept helping the little seed, and do.you'know

.1-9 24
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what happened? On day a big beautiful flower started

i

laughing and dancing ih the wind just b cause it was so
happy. The big beautiful flower in th 'ardeh nked
the wind, the rain, and the sun for he ping it to/grow
and be b autiful and happy-.a Then the flower thought....
I hope s edaY I can help something become big and important;
I am suc a happy flower.

A

2. After the story use puppets to as questions.

a. What happened in the story? Be sure to develop
the following fact5.:
1). Seed was sad because he was little and felt

unimportant
2).. Wind, rain, and sun helped seed without being

asked
3). How did the seed feel when it became a'flOwer

You said the seed,was sad. Why wa4/the ,seed sad? 4.
4

Who helped the seed? Why?

w do -you think the seedlcould have become a flower
wi out this help? Why?

e. How do you think, the sun, rain, and wind knew the':
seed needed help?

f; How do you think they felt when the seed became a

beautiful flower? Why do you think that?

Have you ever been like the wind, rain or )sun and.
given help when someone didn't,ask for it? Tell
us about it.®

3. Role play. Have the pets ask the children if they,-
would like to put on a play. Let someone be, the 'seed,
,wind, rain, sun and act out the story.'

s

Evaluation:

-Pair the students.- Ask them to thi4k of an Instance at home
- or in. school where one would `need .help and the other would

help without being asked: EXample: (homO Mother ,cleaning ,

kitchen; child takes out trash withdutbeing asked,(role-play).
'.(School) Paper on floor; child picks it'up and throws it
away without being as,ked:(,role-play).

2'11

-
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UNIT II

LESSON 4 APPRECIATION OF SELF

Purpose:

To enable student to appreciate himself and others a unisi individuals.

Concepts:

Sharing and appreciating self-identity

,

Terminal Objective:

Pupil will demonstrate self-awareness by illustrating aspects of his
unique personality.

Enabling Objectives :

1. taeh pupil will participate in self-identification activities with
his peers.

2. Pupil, enlarges his concept of self-identification by listed-11g to
the differences as e'ach'child describes himself.

Materials:

1. A large name tag for each child
4 2. Pins

A '

3, -.Rotes to parents-ask:fly them to send pictures of. child,

Learning Experiences: V' h

I. Pin name tacis on each child and have them sit in a circle. Teacher
wears name tag also.

2.: 151,ay."I Am" game;., Directions Going around the cfr.cle.each. one
',says his name, age, how*many brothers and sisters he,has, what he
likes to eat, favorite color,.what heilikes to play, ett. It may-
help totputkey words on the board such as age., eat, color, etc.
'If it takes too long for every child you should call on a few
and stop when several students hive been called on.

eL

3. Teacher begins:, (Stand while.talking) I am Miss , I am 30 year's
old', I have two sisters and one brother, I like pecan pie,-my-favorite
c lorjs orange and I like to play tennis. I love myself. . .

" .
. ., .
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do4

ti4. Start with anyone who wants to begin. Do not force but encourage
all to identify themselves. It is hoped that through this lessonz4,
the student will begin to establish an identity of himself as. a,
person who is important and hopefully who.loves himself

5. Send home notes .to parents asking them to seild small pictures of
each student to school.

Evaluation:

ld notebook paper in fourths, cut and staple to make booklet. -,

Give eaCfich4ld one and ask them to Mike a Met book..\Jell them to
drawpictures_about themselves, such as. what I like to do.atl7home,
school or what I like fa-eat, etc.-

J, 4
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UNIT II T

'LESSON .5 AND fi - WHO AM I? (A continuous
take a week t

-Puepose:

Self-identity of child through art-f

Concepts

lesson) (This less,on may
develop completely.)

__
Expression of feeling about the-stu-dent's* self- image

Terminal Objective:

P601 visually demonstrates his own physical uniqueness and self-concept
through drawing his features on butcher,paper.

V

Enabling Objektives:

None,

Lesson '5

Materials:

1. Matte piece of OUtcher paper for each student with his name on it
2. Pencils, crayons_
3. Large full-length mirror

This activity will take up a lot of floor. sOace4 Perhaps you could.use
the cafeteria or school halls.)

Learning Experiences:

1. Assign each child a grtner. Put one piece of butcher.paper on
floor and have one child lie on his back on the' paper and.the other- -

child trace around him: - They then exchange and trace the other Oil dt
(Teacher will give assistance to children 'who are -having trouble/)

2. Encourage children to look at themselves in the 'mirror and-draw their
faces and clotheson their own -paper bodies, ,.Give assittance when
needed..

1-13



. ..,-__
,3. Since this lesson will be carried over into Lesson 6,

.

have the
children clean up and put,paper figures away. During this time
they can share their excitement about their drawings'with each
other.

I ft

LESSON 6 (Continued from Lesson 5)

Materials:

1. Butcher paper with students outlirie on them
.2. Crayons

Learning Experiences:

1. Give out paper figures of students and let them color their "paper
bodies", Encourage them to color their hair and clothes-as close
to the colo-,of their own hair and clothes as possible.:

2. DisOlay.these.in the room. (Teachers may learn a great deal' about
a child's'self-concept through.his drawings and choice of colors.
These drawings could be used for open house. This activity will

. help the student think about his self-image.)
,

3. Remind students to bring in small pictures of themselves.

Discussion:

. ,

1. After lOoking at all pictures we drew yesterday, what do you notice?
(Try to bring out positive things7-not negative. Talk about size,
color, etc.)

2. Your said we look larger (smaller)., why do you think that? Are-you
really larger.on paper?, Now do you know ?.

, ,

Evaluation:
., 0.

1. Let the children take turns standing by their picture and telling,
something about the picture

\,.

2. Each child will standby another child's picture and tell, the thing
he likes best 4bout it and explain why.

(If it takes too long for each Child to &this, stop after sevetal
children have had a tur-n..1

2'9
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Concepts:

Importance of self -in respect to deStre ta te something else.

Terminal Objective:

Pupil Will ,be able to give one 'or two reasons why he would rather, be
himeseif than someone else.

Enabling Objective: .

1. Pupil participates in self-e4litept development through listening
and responding to if I 'Were

2. Pupil analyzes these ThlTiri- about himself which ,he. sees as "pod"

to share with the other pupils.

Materials:

L. Book: If I Were by Barbara Shook Hazen
2. Sheet with pattern of flower 'See appendix for pattern)
3. Pencils, crayons; paste
4. Individual picture of children-

,

leirning:Experienc:'

1. Read the story If I Were
4 4.

2. Use the pupriets to conduct ,the following,disCussion:

tkippy. "Nat was such a good story and it was fonyt to 6,
Boys and girls, did you ..1i,ke the pictuiTsl I did, too. -- \\

Have you ever wished you were something else?'

,-

Look It the picture of the lion. Can anyone tell me why

the boy ,wanted to be like the lion? Look at the next

pictureof the lion. Why did he decide he did not want

tp be A. lion?
30:

Ernie:

1 -15
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(Continue this with each animal until you get to the page where the
boy wanted to be himself. When you -get to this page continue with
these questions.)

Skippy: Cook at this page. Can anyone-tell me the rest'of the' story?

Ernie: 'tou said he wanted to be himself. Who would you rather be?
Why?

Focus Question:

Boys and girls can you think of something about yourself that you are
especially good at and that you ire glad_aboutt Let me tell you something
about me that I feel gocd about,'then each of you can share with me.

Evaluation:

Give each child a sheet with pattern of a flower on it and the pictures
of tnemselves. Tell then to paste their picture in the center of the
flower and in each petal draw pictures of things they have ever wanted
to be. If some children do not draw pictures in the petals, let them
color them. Display these around the room. Have children tell about
their picture and why their picture is in the oenter,,giving one or two
reasons why he would rather be himself than anyone else.

31
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C

LESSON 8', 9 and 10 - HOW' AM I DIFFERENT?

Purpose:

help students become aware of individual differences.

Concepts:

Knowledge of individuality as emphasized through sense of sight,
hearing, etc. Differences are good.

Terminal Objective:

Following the activities of lessons8-10, each pupil will be able to
point out 'at least two ways that .people, differ and analyze how he feels
about this. Pupils will evaluate whether differences are desirable or
not.. .

Enabling Objectives:

1. Pupil will discuss how children are physically different from each other'.
2. Pupil will analyze advantages of differences in-each'other through the

activlty of tracing each others hands.

Lesson'8

Materials:

Book, If I Were and marking pen__

Learning Experience: ,

1. Review the story about boy, If I Were: Bring out the fact that all
the animals were_1 :Tsdifferentbait better to=be yourself.

2. To show the children how they are different, hal,it them do the following:
a. Form a large circle on the floor. 'Tell each child to put his hands

flat on the floor: in front. of him. Talk 'about the differences of
each pair of hands by using the following questions?
I).-' What do you notice about our hands?
2). What are some ways they are different?
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rtk.

410

b. Here the children look at the color of each others hair and
talk about differences. Call attention to contrasts such as
red, blond, brunette if you have any. Look atthe eyes of
students and call attention to differences.

Evaluation:

Pair students and on one piece of paper have each of them trace orte of
his hands and outline it in black crayon. After putting'these up in
the room let the students see if they can identify the'hand prints.

LESSON 9

Materials:

Po%
Long pieces of-adding machine tape, ruler, marking pen
Tape recorder and tape,"

Learning Experiences:

4. Adhere pieces of adding machine tape with each child's name on it on
the wall around the room. Let each child stand with hi4, back against ,

the paper. Put the ruler on his head and mark his height. Let the
children color a wide band at marking. Talk about the differences.
(This could be saved and,put up several times during the year to show
the children how much they have grown that year.)

a. What did you notice about the markings? ,

b. Why do'you think some people are shorter and some taller?

2. Use game "Who Am I" in which children identify each other by
voice.

Game: "Who Am I"

Have the children tape this game individually before you use
it as a group lesson. Let each child record:

.1
Who am I
Who can say,

Can you guess
My name today?

As you play the tape Olp after, each child and see if the
children can -guess who the person is.

33
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Afaluation

Have the children discuss the following:

1, What .does this game show you about people and their voices?
2. (Bring out the fact that some voices are high, some, low, some

loud, some soft, etc.) .

Lesson 10

Materials:

1. Puppets
a. Ink pad
3. Paper for dnger prints
4. Magnifying glass

Leerning.Experience:

Use puppets for object lesson fingerprints.

Dialogue:

Skippy: Ernie, ddd you watch pick Tracy last night on TV?

Ernie: No, didn't. What haPPeried?

Skippy: Well, this guy robbed a bank and do you know how they
caught him?

Ernie: No, how?

Skippy: They 'ound his finger prAnts on the door.

Ernie: How could they tell it was the bad guys and not someone
'else?

Skippy: Don't you know everyone's fingerprint is different?

Ernie: Who said it was?

Skippy: My dad said so. Besides,.I can prove they are different.
Come over here and let me get my in .'ad and a piece of
paper (get ink pad and paper). I am-going to Out my
thumb on this paper.- Now you do. yours. (Ernie.does his
thumb.) Now let's do Chip's paw print. His really Tcaks , .

different, doesn't it? (The teacher can do her, thumb and
one of the children.) See, thiy are different.

34
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1.

Ernie4 You are right. BoY, that is some way to catch a thief.
r I bet*he-boys and girls would like to See if theirs
are different, would you/ O.K., if you can be'very quiet
I will call one at a time to come make a print of..your
thumb.

Perhaps if this takes too long you could stop after sever 1 children
have made. their thumbprints, and let the class examine.4,s sampling
for differences. (Use magnifying glassiq see prints tliver. Call
one child at a time. The teacher could'inake.a bulletin'; ooard display
from this. When all are finished, end with a comment'from puppets
about how different 411 the thumb prints are.) .

. Evaluation:

Group,Discussion

1. What did, you notice abOut the thumb prints?.,
2. Why do you think all our thumb prints are differen ?
3. Why do you.think' it is good that fingerprints are differgg?
4. Let's talk about some other differences. Do you think it '14

wo ld be a goodidea if we all looked alike? W y?
5'. 'What would'happenif everyone was the,same size?
6. Why do you think it is good to bediffeent?

I

e
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UNIT I

1.

I
LESSON 11 - :LOOKS AND FEELINGS (Thi.,, lesonaytake 2 or 30',

day .to develop completely.)
.

Pu'rpose:
c,, t

You cannot'tell what People are1ike by the/ way they look.

Concepts:,
A

What we are is more important than the way,we look.

Terminal'Objective;.

Pupilsjeill collectively compile a'list of those things they
considetimpartant in choosing a friend. (The teacher can
determiye if, objective is accomplished by the number of
physical traits listed as being important compared to the
non-physical.)

Enabling Objective:

1.' Pupils will pa-rticipate by listening as The Ugly'Duckling
. is read.

./

2. Pupils will pSrticipate in the dicussion session by
verb.lly responding to questions.

Materials%

The UllyDuckling by Hans ChristianAndersen
Use: ,Scholastic book version of The Ugly Duckling or if

, .

filmstrip of story is available use this either tpstead of
'the book, or in addition to it.r

Learning Experiences:

1. Read The Ugly Duckling to the class.
2. Conduct the following discussion:

A. How was the ugly duckling different from the Other
ducklings?

8. 'How was he treated by the other animals in
barnyard? Why?

C. How,do you think this made himfeel? Why?

S.
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D. How did his mother 'feel abgut-='-htm? Why did she
feel different toward him than the other animals?

E. What happend to hiin after he left the barnyard?

F. What did.the ugly duckling become?

G. Was he ilirced now that he was a swan? 'Why do you
think he .was liked now?

H. -Why do you think he was not liked when he was little?

3. Thinking back over our lessons, what have we said about
people? Bring out likenesses and differences.

4. You said we are different; was the u9ly'duckling different?
How?

5. Are we. "ugly ducklings" because we look different ?/ 4
a -"

,6. Does it really make A difference because you'are'short,-!
and I an tall; he has red hair and she has blind hair,
etc?

7. Ts, there something else besides the way you look that
makes you different from another? Can you tell us some
of these things? (The point should be brought out that
.what we are is more important than the way we look.,)

Evaluattan4
,

,_,___--rh groups of three, or foun children will ,decide on.` three .
.things they consider important in choosing a friend. Pupils

then will come together, the various lists will be compared,
and the teacher will record- the decisionis on the board or
a poster. e

t.

(Pg-i
,t.),1
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UNIT f.

.LESSON la - MISUNDERSTANDING,

,Purpose:

To. bring hut the importance/of talking about our feelings.

Concept:.

Mi.sUnderstanding

Terminal Obj4Ctive:

Followinf AjscussiOn of The Hating'Book, pupils will 'arrive
at a consensus statement regarding TEETings of hate. -

(

Enabling Objectives: /

1. Pupils will participate/ by listening as The Hating Book,
is read.

2. Pupils will explore their Own feelings of'hate by answertng
questions on The Hating Book.

3., Pupils will expand and clarify his own experiences with ,

hate by relating or d.iscus'sing.a personal expdrience.
r

,;

.The slating Book by Charlotte Zolotow.-

,

.searning Experience.:

1. Read the story, The. Hating Book to the Children.

a. _Conduct the following discussion:

A. Whai'is the name of this book we jut read? How
do you supptse the book got this name?

B. What happend in the story? AO( support questions,
-if needed.

1. What are some things the girl's-riend'did that
made the gi.r1 think her friend hated her?

2. What (Lid- her-m-001er keep suggestingshe do?'

:a8



3. How do you know the friend didn't really hate.
her? .

. .
,

4. How did the girls become friends again ?'

C. How,do you think the girl felt when her friend moved
away from her on the 'school' bus? Why did she feel
that way? When her friend didn't'choose'her to help
her on her team? Why did she feel that.way? 'When
she went to her friend's- house,-.why did she 'feel that
way?

.

D., Has something like this ever happened to you or someone
you know? What happened?

E. HOw did ybu feel? Why

(Try to get as many children rela'ting experiences and,
their fee1ingsas you can.)

Evaluation:

Thi ing about the story and all the experiences different
ones f us have had,.what .can we say about people and what
they o about their feelings?

ry

(The children should come up with.the.,kiea that all people
_have feelings of hate at times.but thelftportantsthin9 is
hoW to deal with:the feelings.)

Have e child draw a pictur of an experience which theyor' omeone they inew had t deal with feelings of hate.
,

Let he children tell what they.did about their feel4ogs.

.Nte to Teacher:

Try to obtaina consensus statement from pupils regarding,
f(elimgs_of hate.



UNIT I

LESSON 13 ASKING PERMISS4ON
11.

Purpose:

Help students develop their ability Co reason through a
situation Ahvolving.borrowing without permission.

Concepts:
,

Is it right to borrow without asking permission?

Termini], Objective:

Through role -play children will%experience feelings and
decisions involved in a conflict situation and analyze
the conclusions according tb their swn beliefs.- (This
provides the teacher an opportunity to analyze moral
development of children.)

Enabling Objective:

1. Pupils will experience, vicariously, a situation of
borrowing without permission by viewing the filmstrip.

2. Pupils will be able to expiate their own attitudes regarding
borrowing without bermissibn, through the 'questioning:session.. ;

3., Pdpils will analyze conclusions of ro-le-play experiences
in terms of their own beliefs.'

Materials:

Filmstrip and cassette "But It Isn't Yours"'Part I by
Guidance Associates.

2. Filmstrip projector
3. Discussion Guide

`Learning Experience:

1. Show the-filmstrip

2. Conduct the following discussion: (Teachers shoulctread
the Discussion guide before conducting the discussion.)

A. What happened in the story?
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What happened when Jason'was taking the sled to hiscousin's - house to hide it?

Why did his friendLionel tell him he !should not bein the race? ,
,

. How do you think Jason felt when the sled got brOken1Why dO you think he.felt that way?
- -

%

E. How was Jason going to'fix the sled? How do you think
liolel will feel about that? Why do you think he
will\ feelthat way?-

. .

F. How.will Jason's brother feel if he gloms a broken
sled for his birthday? How would you feel?

G. Do you think Lionel will still be JaSon's friend if
Jason takes his wood without asking? Why do you,

.think that?

H: Suppose Jason takes the wood. Is Jason stealing
the` wood or borrowiu it? What is the'difference?
Does it make any difference tf Jason plans to replace
the wood; or that he takes it in front of two other
children?,

I.What do you think Jason should do? 'Why do You think
that? Who has a different idea'about what Jason
sh uld do? Why do yo% thin'k that?

ti

J. Hays you ever felt you just had to.use someone else'.sr property and you did not ask emission? How did you
feel? Why do you think you felt that.way? (Lit
several of the children relate their experiences, but
always ask the last two questions.) ( .

)1

Evaluation:

1. Role-playing . .

A. Two frier.ds'are play\pg catch. ONe throws the ball
a/little high anti the other misses the catch. The
ball breaks a window. Now, one child plays the
thrower, One plays the child who missed.the'catch,
another plays the °rarer of the house where the window
was broken.

.

a'. You find fiv,e dol,,lart on the playgroun.
. When you

tell the teacher you.found it, two children say that
they losp_it, One -child plays the finder., two others
play the -children who say they,lost five dollars, and
a third plays the teacher.

A-,
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They might pdie -play what happens a et' the filmstrip
ends,

D. The role-plAy should_ lead to a definite conclusitn,
(Teacher may haVe to set a time, limit.)" Allow pupils
to discuss the conclusions after role-play has ended.

."

:

I.

4;

6

.

4 2
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UNIT-I

LESSON .14_ - RESPONSIBILITY Z.

Purpose:

The way we- behave tells people what we 'are

Concept:

Responsibility

Terminal Objective:
0

1. Pupil will brihg to class and makt a poster or collage
with the other children, pictures illustrating children
engaged in a r'esponsible act.

- 2 . Pupil will explain respOnsibility as he viewed it in his
picture.

Enabling Objective:
.

,

,

1. Pupil will view study print and explore .his own -feelings'
through parti:cipating in.questioning session.

2. Pupil will develop his-owfi attitude toward responsibility
by explaining why the picture he has brought ill,us'trates
this tdncept.

C7'

" -
Study Print code No. 220004, BFA "Educational 'Media Value
Series: .(See note Study Print .Suggestion #1)
My Class: title: Teacher's^:Away!

.Learning Exprience:

1...Place the picture so the students can see it

-2.- ,Conducit:,the follwing discussion:

A. What is happening in thispicture? Bring out/the
,.following facts:

,

. ,*
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A) Teacher out of the room
2) Some children taiki:ng, playing ball, out `of

their desks, throwing paper airplanes.
3) Some children in desks being quiet.

B. Why do you thik:the children are acting this way?

C. If all children were- quiet and In their desks while
the teacher was inthe roam, how do you think /his,
got started?

O. Has something ike this.ever happened in this 'class?
HoW did you feel about it? Why did you'feel that
way?

E. What do you think "being responsible" means?

Evaluation::

1. Pupils will find'pictures that illustrate someone being
responsible and explain why he bNeves it is so.

2. Observe the child over a period of time making note of
times.particularchildren were.responsiOle.

_ 3. Pupils will be able to suggest possible means of-dealing
with the -sjAyation depicted -in the study print. Support
should be given for all s_uggestions offered.

1.1

.
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UNIT I

LESSON 15 - BORROWING

Purpose:

To stress the importance of asking before taking.

Concepts:

Stealing

"--12 Terminal Objective:

Pupils will agree on one or /wo statements which they believe
should guide their actions it borrowing without permission.

Enabling Objectives:

1. Pupil will analyze study print silently for, five minutes
:to organize his feelings about 'it.

2. Pupil will verbally explore their attitudesrthrough the
questioning session.'

Materials:

Picture: BFA Study Print, code No. 221007, BFk entitled
"Borrowing Without Asking." (See Study Print note Suggestion #2)

Learning Experience:

1. Place the picture so the students can see it.

2. Conduct the following discussion:

A. What is the little girl'doing in the picture?

B. Why do you think she is doing this?'

C. Do you. think this is 'a good thihg to' do? Why?
Why not?

D. What do you think sheshould,have done?

E. What.d,o yod think happened right after this picture_
was; taken?



F. How would you feel about sitting next to someone.
like this? Why?

4

G. What do you think is a good thing to do if you need
*something your friend has and he is not there? Why
is that a good thing to do?

H. What could you do'il you saw someone take something
that, was not theirs? Enumerate alternatives, asking
each time: How would the person react if you did
that?

Teacher: Try to allow for participation by all pupils if
possible.

,

3. Role-play: Pick a student to act out the following
.

situations with another student watching. (It may not
be necessary to ,role-play'all the situations use as
many as are necessary.)

A. Taking something-,from someone's desk.-

B. Taking a cook om another child' mch.

C. Taking a pencil from the teacher's desk.

G. T/ng money from another child's purse.

4. Ask the following questions after each role-playing:

A. CoUld this-reably happen? Ask each how he felt.
Why? -

. ,What is the best thing to do when you'want to use
other people's things? Why?

Evaluation:

:Pupils will devise one or two poliCy -statements regarding
taking things without.asking.- AllOw children in buzz groups
to discuss guiding policy for borrowing without permission.

4



LiNIT I

LESSON'16 - TRUTHFULNESS

4 Purpose:
,.

.
.

.
Hep students develop ability to reason through a situationdealing h being truthful.

Concepts:

Truthfulness

Terminal Objective-:

Pupils will arrive at their own conclusion regarding the
,outcome of the filmstrip "The Trouble With Truth," by writing
a statement or drawing a picture.

Enabling-Objectives:

1. Pupils will enlarge their concept bf "truth" by viewing
" "The Trouble With Truth".

2. Pupils will analyze their feelings regarding't filmstrip
by participating in the questioning session.

IMaterials:

1. Filmstrip and cassette "The Trouble With Tpth", Part I"
by Guidance Associates,.

2. Filmstrip projector, cassette player, dtscuss1on guide

3. Paper, pencil, crayons

Learning EAperience:

1. .Show the filmstri

2. Conduct the following discussion: (Teacher should read
the discdssion_guide before conducting the lesson.)

A. What happened in the story? (Be sure you get th`e
following stated):

47
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41.

1) Arrangement had been made to take the Children
for a boat ride.

2) Captain Conner's rules about ti4 boat.
3) What happens if the rule is broken?
4) Some children played on the'boat.
5),. What the children said who did not get on the boat.

B. What 'do you think Patrick will do? Why do you think
he will do.that? (Teacher shckuld accept all answers
without judgment.)

C. How do you think the children who did not get on the
boat felt about the children who did get on the boat?
Why? Should the children be treated the same? Why?

D.
y

How do you think Patrickfelt about being in charge
of the boat while Dave and Captain Cower were gone?
Why do you think he felt that way?

E.' Was the captain's rule fair to the children who did
not go_on the boat? Why?

F. If Patrick tells, will he.be telling the truth or
tattling? What is the differende?

G. How do you. think Patrick will feel if he. lies?

H. If Captian Conner asks Patrick if anyone got on the
boat, what, should he- tell him? Why do y.ou think that?

s. I. Have you ever'known anyone who had this happen-when it
was hard to know whether or not to tell the truth?
And did they decide.? Why? How do you think they felt?

(Strive for full student participation. Let several,
children' relate their experiences)

3. Role.playing

A. Your Mother tells you to say you are under six years
old so thAt you' can ride on-the bus free. One child
plays the Mother, one the child; and one the bus driver.

B: You want to;go to the movies, but you have only enough
.for a child s ticket and yo,are over twelve. Have
one child play the ticket-tAker, one play the thirteen
year Old, and others play friends who are going to the
movie's too.

Evaluation:

Chidrenwill draw pictures or write one or tWO sentences reflecting -
their beliefs on what the conclusion of the ilmstrip should be.
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UNIT I

LESSON 17 -,HONESTY

Purpose.:-

To stress the importance of truthfulness

Concept:
)

. Honesty_- telling truth

Terminal Objective:

Given the story of Snorty, pupils4 in small groups, will
arrive at 'a statement which sums up their feelings about,
honesty.

Enabling Objective:

1. Pupils will participate in expanding their concept of
honesty, by listening to the story of Snorty the toad.

2. Pupils in groups of three or:fOur will make a decision about
honesty by writing an ending to the story of,Snory.

. Pupils will explor further feeltngs about honesty by
'participating in q stioning and analysis of the Snorty
episode.

Materials:

Puppets, chart paper, magic marker

Learning Experience: .T

Use puppets to tell the'following story:

Ernie: Skippy, would you like to hear a story this morning?
Skippy:.Yes; what is the story abbut?

Ernie: Its about Snorty, thi toad. Boys.and girls, do you
want to hear about Snorty?

Chip: Arf, arf.

Ernie: O.K. Chip, we are gpipg to tell( the story. Would someone
like t hold Chip while I read?
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Once upon a time Snorty, the toad, lived by Slippy

Lake. Snorty had lots of.friends; Busy Beaver; Greenie

the Lizard, Brownie the Squirrel, Pokey the turtle.

Snorty liked to jump around and fool people. One

day as' he was jumping from lily pad to lily pad in

the lake, old Pokey Turtle raised his,head and said

good morning,M6-5-horty. Snorty, trying to think of

what he could do to fool Pokey yelled, "Hi, Pokey,

would you like to run a race?" Pokey said, "Well,

where wtll we race,to?" "Let's race across the

big lake to hollow-tree. I will jump-lily pads and

ydu can swim. Since yoU are so slow you can.start a

day- befare me.' "That sounds fair enough,

will .I know you won't start early?" "Let's get

Greenie, the lizard to watch each of'us start, O.K.?"

So Greenie, the lizard listened to their plahsand

and'said he would see they started a day apart,

rokey started off and the next day Sporty started

jumping lily, pads bUt he began to fear he would. not.

win; then all of a sudden he.saw Brownie the squirrel

.anci Busy Beaver playing by the lake. 'Snotty asked

BroWnie if-he would give him ,a ride across the lake

because his mother was'very sick and' he pad to get to

her in a hurry. 'Brownie said he would be glad to help

4 50
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Snorty out so Snorty jumped on his back and away

they went like lightning. Snorty was so. happy to

get across the lake in such a hurry. When he got

to Hollow Tree he thanked Brownie so much and Brownie

ran off to find Beaver. After along time Pokey's

head came out of the water and`he saw Snorty sitting

by Hollow Tree. Snorty was so happy.because he had

beaten Pokey and poor Pokey had to rest because he:

was so tired. He asked 5norty how he got there s-a

fast. "I just jumped

f' P.l&ce the pupils. in groups of threg or four and let each
group decide how the story ends.

2. Write the' ending on a chart for each group, then allow
each to tell his ending.

sigt

3. Reread the whble story with One'of the endings the children
wrote that shows Snorty not telling the truth.

4. Ask the followingquestions:

A. What happen& in the story?

B. What happened that was dishonest?,

C,. Why do you think -A.,orty did that?

How do,you think Snorty felt hen he won? Why?

E. Have there ever been times when- you knew %omeone.who
didn't tell the truth because he wanted to win?
(If there is no response, ask: "Have you ever seen'
something like this happen to someone you saw.on T.V.
or read about in a book?")

How did you feel? Why did you feel that way?

G. What else could you have done? How would' this have
made you feel?

51
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H. What do you think usually is the best thing to do
when you are Ph a situation where you could or could
not tell'the truth? Why-do you. think that? --

Evaluation:

Pupils in groups will create a s'hort,dialOgue for' SkiPpy.and"
Ernie which refelcts the group's feelings about honesty. The
teacher will 4read -these dialogues or have children read them,
through the puppets, Ernie and Skippy.. (If the reading
level i9 insufficient, or the teacher prefers, this evaluation
may be accomplished in a totally verbal way.)

L

:
I-
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. UNIT I

LESSON 18 - FAIRNESS

Purpose:

Help students develop their ability to reason through asituation dealing with fairness.

Concepts:

Fairness:

Terminal Objective:

-Pupil will desmonstrate his understanding of fairness byselecting and supporting a solution for sharing a bicycle.

p
Enabling ObSective:

1. Pupils will participate by viewing and listening to thefilmstrip and,casse,e on.fairnessII

. 2. Pupils will expand their knowledge of fairness by
participating in the questioning period.

3. Pupils-will analyze alternatives involved in fair play
by agreeing or disagreeing with a role-play situation
involving buying a movie ticket.

..

-,Materials: ,

.

1. Filmstrip and cassette "That's No Fair" PartI,'by
Guidance Associates

2. Filmstrip projeCtor, cassette recorder

3. Discussion Guide

Learning Experience:

1. .Show the filmstrip

2. Conduct the following discussion: (Teachers should read
the discussion guide before conducting the lesson.)

A. What happened in the story?
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B. What happened whenEddie, Andy and the bear got to
the Wizard's birthday present ?

C. How do you think the.dter felt when he saw Eddie in
his place in line? Why do you think he would feel
that way? Could he have done, anything to save'his
place?

D. How do you think Eddie felt'when he found out he
had taken the: deer's place? Why do you think he felt
that way?

E. How'rdid'some of the others feel about Eddie staying
in that place?

F. What do you think Eddie should do - let the deer back -2

in.line or stay there himself and get the present?
Why do you think that?

'G. Who has a different idea?' Why do you think that?

H. Has-anything like this ever happened to someone you
know? How did they feel? Why do you think they
felt that way?

(Letseveral children relate their own experiences.
Always ask the laSt two questions referring to their
experience.)

Evaluatio5

Two friends .chip in to'buy a chance on a raffle prize. Their'
ticket wins a bicycle. Have two children role-play working
out a solution for sharing it. Each pupil will'then decide
if he agrees or disagrees with the solution and support his
position,

Alternate Suggestion for Evaluation:

Role-praying: Have the children role-play the following
situation: You are waiting in line to go to-the movies,
and your moneyfalls out of your hand. When you pick it
up, the last ticket is about to be s.old to another child
who has taken your place. One child plays the ticket-
seller, others play the two children who want the last

-ticket.

5
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UNIT I

LESSON 19 CLEANLINESS

Purpose:

To bring out the importance of taking care df school proper

Concept:

Cleanliness 9

Terminal Objective:

Pupils will voluntarily demonstrate during' the week their
concern for cleanliness by picking up and properly depositing
litter found around the school.

Enabling Objective:

1. Pupils will express their beliefs about faitITss following
the analysis of the study print "Litter'tng."

2. Pupils will observe and offer suggestions for ways of
maintaining a. clean school, following-observatibri of -the
school cafeteria.

Materials:

Picture: BFA Study Print, -code No. 221008, entitled: 4
"Littering" (.See Study Print Suggestion #3)

Learning Experience:
t

1. Place the. picture so tile students c.an see it.

2, Conduct. the folloWing.discussion:

A. What has, happened in this picture?
. -

B. 'Where do you think the children are?

C. 'How do you feel about rooms that look like this?.

D. Who do you t4ink should clean it up ?'- Why?,

E. What if the person who dropped- itid-i-dn't knew they
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dropped it, then-who should clean it up? 'Why do'you
think peOple who do not drop litter should- pick it,up?

F. What could you say about people who pick up paper when
they were not the one who dropped it?

G. Where are some of the places you could pick up 14er
'around the school? In, yoPr home?

H. 'Who has-'to
A
pick up our litter around the school if we

do not pick it up?

,I. You said the janitor. Did he put it there?

J. How can we help? (Encourage children to be observant
and pick up litter in their rooms, cafeteria and-
around the school.)

3. Take the children to the cafeteria when all theclasses
have finished eating. Let them decide if the children
left the cafeteria clean. If they decide it..is not, let
them discuss what could be done. ; y

This could be expanded into another-lesson if the teacher
so desires. The following two items are follow-up
observations which may be made in order .to-determine the
extent of the influence of the lessons.

A. Observe children on the playground and see if they
pick up litter.

B. ObserVe children during the week to see if they,
pick up litter without being told.

Evaluation:

This -should be a subtle evaluation if which the teacher
6bserves.and notes the voluntary act by students of'keepirig

e school clean.d6ring the week.
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UNIT

LESSON 20 - RESP.ECT FOR PROPERTY.

0

Purpose:

To stress the importance of ta.king care .of property.

Concept:

Respect for property

ti

Terminal Objective:

Pupils will demonstrate their understanding of respect for
property by illustrating with magazine pictures, a'scene which
shows this concept.

Enabling Objective:

1, Pupils will express their feelings about respect for
property by reacting to the value print, "My Class."

2. Pupils will responli to the questions posed by Skippy and
Ernie, demonstrating their participation in the distussion
of respect for property.

Matexials:

1. S-tudy Print Code No. 220001, BFX Educational Media Value .

Series: My Class; title: "School Book." (See note Study
Print Suggestion #4)

2. Butcher paper and pen

Learning Experience:

1. Place the picture so the students.can see it*

2: Cond'Ict the following discussian with the two puppets:

SkIppy-, look what Susan is doing to her reader:

"Skip,py; lloy, she is really making A mess with that black

:rravOn.
57
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Vb.

Ernie: Yea, and I bet she is going to set into 6 lot of

trouble, don'tyou?

Skippy: I sure do.. Can any of you boys and giYls tell me

why Ernie thinks Susanis going to get into trouble?

Children: Respond with their reasons. ,

Ernie: You -have',brought out some good points., What could

she have done instead of using her reader? What

are some other things you think we should not mark

on? Support you just got a new book and your baby

brother colored all over it just as the little girl

did, how would you feel? Why?

Skippy: Do you think the teacher should do anything about

this? What shoul4

After each response, Skippy could ask:

"How wou. ld. th girlr feel about that ana why would

she feel thiAway?"

Evaluation:

Pupils will find pictures from magazines or materials in the
-classroom, illustrating care and respect of property, mount

. these and display them in the classroom. The teacher might
want to put a large sheet of butcher paper up and have'students

'-tell four or fiye,places or items that are important for them
to take care of. List these and then ask students to.give
ways of taking care of them. As these are given, write them
under the proper category.

E
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ROLE PLAYING PRO.CEOURES

.
Rol playing is not merely infor ation dispensing'. The
to cher who is skeptical of the e ucationAl purpose of
role playing should consider'some of the ;following potential

1. Role playing provides an opportunity fof the Child who
ctdes not excel academItally, but who, has: talent'in
creativity And spontaneity.

2. Spectator "therapy" can occur through audience observa-
tion and empathy.

3. Role playing promotes the development of personal
flexibility and social skills.

4". The enactment of the same situation several times
helps the child to see alternative solutiont to a
problem, increasing his problem-solving and'.decision-
mak.ing abilities.

As discussion leader, the teacher' encourages the children
to become more obseriant of the behavior of others, to
look for the purposes and causes of behavior, to anticipate
the results of.certain behaviors, and to evaluate behavior,
situations, and, people. -

The steps in role playing. Theree four Parts to any
role playing situation; preparation, introduction,
enactment; and discussion.'

1. preparation. The teacherq first decis'ion.involves
selection of the issue or problem. Issues should be
selected, which ensure-the security of each child-
involved. The child is never.forced-to take a role.'

After reading the descriptive directions for a
particular role playing situation, the teacher
gathers the class. .A playing area is needed. .

Becduse each -,lesson is an extension of the underlying
themes of the stories the teacher may briefly review
some of the main ideas of the related story. Questions
may be asked such as, "Who was the main character ?"
"What did he do?" "Why did he do that?" Unfinished.
stories which stop at a dilemma poin,t-are excellent
for role playing.

GO
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2 Introduction. The teacher states very briefly that
the class is going to do 'some pretending. She' shouldstate the problem in terms of specific,xamples with
vivid., detail's which create emotional involvement.
Because young children are egocentric and most of
them are eager to pretend and participate, trey

,

will probably: be unwilling to-,, patiently wait any
length of time for a turn at playing. Therefore, itis wise to allow all of them to have a brief tarn
to participate in a warm-up exercise at the beginningof each lesson. If space does'not permit the kola
group to move about at the same time, break he group
-into-:two sections.

Because it is easily performed, pantomime is suggestedas a warm-up activity'. To begin the pantomime the
teacher may give the following directions:

This is our pretending space. (Indicate play area.)
Find a standing-up place in here where you won't

be too closeto any other person.
Stand'there absolutely quietly. (Wait for quiet.)

Good
Show me you are ready to listen and imagine.
Today we are going to imagine we are

(see specific direction).
When I say "Ready, begin," you may begin. Keep

working until you hear me say "Stop."
`See if you can show me by yo.tr actions your ideas

about
.

Do not say anything.
Imigine there are no other children around you.

See if you can really make me believe you
are at

Ready, begin.

the pantomimes and make encouraging reamrks
for creative responses such as, "Oh, I see someone
that is (descri6e'pantomime)," or "There is some

there. After-atleast
a Oinute, stop the action and seat the students.

The teacher controls the length of a situation by'
reserving and using the right,to hilt the play it,
any point:

After making a few coements about the creative ideas
observed in'the pantomimes, the teacher briefly
p sents the actual role playing situation to the class.
The escription,should be as simple and direct as
possi le.

61
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Bee -lase students are- expected to' speak in character,
the teacher will give them some practice -by ,asking
'them to respond in the character's voice .to such
questions as "Mary, what did the old man say when
he got knocked down?' Can you sound like the old man?"

Then the teacher asks for volunteers- to take various
,roles. The class may suggest names, but the attars
must volunteer. From the volunteers, characters are
selected. Usually it is advisable to begin with
sociable children before choosing participants- who
are shy or who have more problems than others. In
specific role assignments, check to determine how
the child identifies with'the character. Ask "What
kind of person is hg?" "How does he.feel?" Select
individuals who indicate they have identified wellI
or who have strong feelings about a'character's
behavior.

3 Enactment. The teacher helps the characters set the
scene, i.e., "Shall we imagine a door is here?" Do
you need some chairs?" If the characters are going
to sit down, they will need some chairs. Children
cannot simultaneously pretend to sit, keep their
balance,' and play a role;

The teacher Says,. "Find your places and stand'
quietly."

At that point,- she may need, td review the charicters
and their,purposes im,the scene for the benefit of
players and the class. Action is started by the
words, "Ready, begin."

During the,gnactment, the teacher tries to say as
little as possible. Otherwise, the teacher becomes
the director, and the children lose the opportunity
to express themselves freely,

. ,

Some side "coaching may he necessary_to_assist in_moving
the action arong. The teacher may say, "It must be
time for father to come home now," "Oh, my, that
brother is going to-be angry." 'Suggestions are always
directed to the character,,not to the real person. The
teacher avoids using real, names and 'directs all remarks ,

to the characters.

.62
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When the scene, seems to have developed to its fullest
potential, the teacher says, "Stop, come and, sit down.'.

4. Discussion. Lt js.usual)y effective to have the
actors evalUate their own performance first. At
the end af a scene, no matter how weak it was, the



teacher makes at least two or three positive remarks,
i.e., "I liked the may the father read his newspaper,":
ot "Wasn't the dog good? He really seemed excited."

,

To encourage class participation in,the discUssion,
the teacher asks themthe questions listed At the end
of the rale playing-activity. If othermore relevant
questions emerge as a result' of the tndividual' play,
they shouldvdf course, be used.' DiscustiOn centers
on how the characters were feeling and why they

. responded as they did. The teacher should attempt
to guide the discussion so that the issues are related
to experiences personally relevant to the children.

The younger the children, the briefer the analysis.
Two or three points are sufficient for kindergarteners.

The teacher makes a Summary statement of points elicited
from- the group and quickly selects a new group for
replaying.

The teacher emphasizes that she will be looking fot
good, new ideas on.each replay. The purpose of the
reenactment is to help the children expl,ore new
insights and alternative solutions. ,

Endourage as many enactments as possible.

The role of the audience should be clarified just as
. the roles of the actors. The memb6rs of the audience

may be Asked to look for specific points or to identify
with the feelings ofa specific actor. They should
have,a role which maintains their'interest and

"
involvement.

Problems, pitfalls, and possibilities. Beginning role
playing may bring about ayariety of unexpected reactions
in young students. Two of the extremes in behavior ate
acting up and excessive shyness or, refusal to participate.
The student who acts up- can dettroy the imaginary creations
of other students. The first few times this behavior
occurs, ,the teacher stops the whole group and calmly but
firmly reexplains the ground rules. They-are: ,

1. Play in the play space.

2. Actions no words (for pantomime).

*. 3. Do not disturb, the play of others.

Do not be-overconcerned gout the student who exhibits
extremely shy.,behavior. Instead, recognize and encourage

.
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others for their efforts. AS soon as the shy child makes
any overt effort at enactment, encourage him for it.

Noise can be another classroom problem. ',If thelteacher
has properly stimulated the studentsto want to work an
the problem, they will become' excited, and 'often 'With
,excitement, comes noise! Do not begin a pantomime or a
scene until the students have become,almost totally silent.
Students need a moment to quietly reflect on their task. ,

Lack of concentration or silliness ,on the part of,the.
players will produce insincere and.unintelligible scenes.
For the initial playing, the teacher tries to select those
students who are verbal and seem enthusiastically responsive..
They will set a high standard for the plays'that follow.
Clarity in speech and pantomime should be praised. If the
characters seem to be getting off the track; the teacher
says firmly, "Keep your character." Even though the
students may not exactly understand the direction, they
will 'understand a firm but kind tone of voice.

Restlessness of the group is an indication that something
is too long. Perhaps the directions are too long, repeated
too often, or the scene and the discussion are too-long.
Teachers must try to be brief and to'the point. Use short
sentences. Stop a scene before interest is 'reduced.

Unresponsiveness can be a problem among certain groups of
children. They may be extremely inhibited, or they may
never have engaged in any dramatic play. In this case,
the teacher may netd to demonstrate what'is- meant by
pretending and pantomiming. Occasionally, as opportunities
present themselves, the teacher may take a role in the
playing situation. By taking part in the action, the teacher
controls the direction of play from within the group and,
at the same time, demonstrates the "how to" of play.

Certainly those groups of children who have had experience
with draMatic play. and creative AraMatics will find it less
difficult to role play than inexperienced ones. Do not
expect perfection and depth in the beginning les?ons. Each
successive role playing situation should show an increase
in the ability of the group to-,play together effectively.

Taken from Developing Understanding of Self and Others,
Manual. Used with permission of American Guidance
Service.
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GROUP DISCUSSION PROCEDURES

'Most teachers are acquainted with the values and procedures
of group discussion, but some teachers may attempt to hold
-the discussion to a consideration of'the facts, emphasizing
only cognitive elements:* aa

,RandOlph, 'Howe, and Achterman (1968) found that we
traditionally respond to messages with.ineffectiVe
responses such as:

Ordering or commanding Criticizing and disagreeing
Praising and agreeing
Name calling or interpreting
Reassuring and, sympathizing
Probing and questioning or
diverting.

These responses deny the child the right to have a feeling
and they close the channels to communication and under-
standing.

Pdmonishing
Warning
Advising
Instructing

we are concerned about the development of the child's
cognitive concepts', in'this program we wish to focus attention
on the child's purposes, -feelings, and values. We are
attempting to assist the child :in understanding' self and
others, and this can be achieved only through personalizing
tie material and getting involvement at the feeling level:

Many teachers are reluctant to engage in group discussion.
tnat is truly open; they do not see its value. Some
teachers even feel guilty for wasting time in this way;
others feel inadequate and afraid that they will not be
able to handle this kind of discussion.

It is clear,' however, frpm our experience in guidance and
social psychology, that group discussion is a most powerful
influence for changing behavior, nd the teacher*should
realize the group can seldom'go beyond the skill, anticipa-
tion, and the expectations of the leader.

'The following philosophy and principles should prove to,
be helpful.'

The discussion leader should communicate that she really
cares about what children'say and feel. This is not a
technique but a genuine attitude, It is communicated
through eye contact, attentiveness to verbal communication,
and nonverbal support that conies through an empathic smile.

=The letder listens to, what is,said and not said, and tries
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to perdeive both thsfeelsings' which are expressed and
those that are hiddim. The ticher is there as a person;
as she is real and honest,aboq the feelings she is
-experiencing, she elicits more inV'olvement.

Group discussion requires sharing the responsibility for
leadership with the group. The group help to identify
concerns,, clarify thoughts and feelings, and consider
alternatives. Unlike class recitation, there is-no 'one
correct answer., In contrast, the leader encourages free
discussion and interaction to what is said.

The creative leader avoids sermo6izing,'evaluating,
humiliating, and moralizing., but she is not passive,
permitting the discussions to be purposeless. She is
willing to deal with the actions and reactions that goon
in the 'group. She is sensitive to social interaction,' and
she is willing to discuss the here-and-now event. If.the
story is about attention-getting, she does not need to
stay with the abstract while some child who acts as a .

class clown In her. room provides live materials for
discussion. In such- a situation she might ask the grodp:
What is happening here right now? What do you think about
this? How do you feel,? How does the class clown feel?
Why is he'doing that? How can we help him? JIs the'leader
senses the children are ready for such a discussion, she
discusses the purposes of behavior.

Teachers can avoid control problems when leading group
discussions. When there is noiseand confusion, it is
advisable to talk less-and act! The leader may merely
lower her voice, use a hand signal, utilize proximity,
controllby moving to the area of disturbance, or utilize
some natural consequence for failure to,attend to a dis-
cussion. The leader does not censure or deMand, she does
not engage in a struggle for control of the group; she
seeks to have the children experience the natural consequences
of their behavior.

The outcomes and productivity of each session are partially
dependent upon the leader's competence in the following
tasks:

Show the group you.care and are concerned with
developing a relationship,of mutual respect. Demon-
strate your interest, concern, and kindness, but be
_committed to .meaningful tliscussiom and do not hesitate
to be firm, showing respect fOr yourself as well as the
childrdn: .The teacher sets an example of reflective
listening by her responses.'

2. Make,sure children understand the purpose of the grOup-
discusion and allow them to establish-their own limits.

C6
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Members must be ready to share their concerns and
willing to listen closely to others. A spirit of
give and take and honest, openfeedback should pervade.

3. Sense the group atmosphere ndbe willing to discuss
it. Be sensitive to the feelings:of the individuals
in the group and help them feel understood, i.e., I,
am getting a message that you are unhappy, Or that
you really care..

4. Link the thoughts And feelings of group meMbers.
Point out the similarities and differences in the
concepts, attitudes, And feelings being discussed.
The leader must be able to show the relationship be-
tween what two children are talking abobt in order
to help them.recogni2e common problems.

5. Encourage silent members to participate when they seem
ready. This usual.ly involves being aware of nonverbal
clues as a facial gesture glance, or halting Attempt
toenter the group.

6. The children are learning i new process of cooperation
in contrast to competition. The leader must obserlfe
any tendencies of children to be empathic and Link or
supply alternative solutions to problems. These
attempts should be immediately encouraged and reinforced.

7. Group discussion,can,take a negative turn if the leader
is not pe'rceptive. We are interested in fostering
personal development. Grou members should be assisted
to see the strengths and assets in individuals.
Emphasis is placed on positive as well as negative
feedback. When there is a negative feedback, i.e.,
"I don't like him, he smellSthe teacher maysay,
"You feel there is an odor there, that is not pleasant."

8. The leader must be alert to. detect feelings and att4tUdes
which Are implied.butnot .expressed: She helps the
group to deVelOp tentatiie',analyses of behaviorand its
purpose. She might Say, :fits it possible.." Could=,it

and state her hifneh about, the purpose in a

ltentativemanner,

9. The effective group leoder'is ablt'tio help ;the children
express their thoughts, feelings, and attitudes more
clearly. She does this-through clarifying, restating,
and summarizing.

10. The leader ,114 members to summarize and evaluate what
they have learned. About five minutes before the close



of the session, she asks, "What do you think you,
leatned about yourself and others today?" Helping
the group,consider what is happening accelerates and
facilitates the group process.

Children should be encouraged to formulate,their own limits
.for the discussion. HoweYer, the leader should help them
to consider'sdme of the following procedures which promote,
effective discussion:

1. The discussion goes'bes w we trust each other and
have mutual respect. We have ,be concerned enough
to listen and want to help.othe

2. Be honest and open. Say what really feel. Speak
whenever you feel -you hayei something to say which will
help you or the group.

3., In giving' Oedback, consider how it will help the
others for,you to say thit.

4. Really listen to what others say. Are you able to,
state what he has said and felt when he finishes?

When certain individuals or the group become negative or
pick on an individual, the mature leader can use this as
an opportunity to discuss the purpose of getting special
attention or power. The leader can also use puppetry and
role playing to help increase sensitivity to negative
remarks.

The potential in group,, discussion is tremendous and teachers
wit14,1ind it a most rewarding experience as their skills
devetdp.

Taken from Qeveloping Understanding of Self and Others,.
Manual. Used with permission ofdAmerican Guidance
Service.
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PUPPET

MATERIALS NEEDED:

12" felt for body

BASIC

INSTRUCTIONS k.

Scraps of felt for hair and trim

Cotton for stuffing

INSTRUCTIONS:

,Use standard puppet bOdy for all characters.

Place boy'sor dog's face on standard body.,

Sew back and front together with top stitching,

3/16" from ,cut edge. Sew two head pieces together,

leaving small area open for stuffing.--

G1uejbface and ears in place. Attach to puppet body

by sewing at top of head, with overcase stitch,

closing up stuffing opening white attaching"movable

head to body. Gluellair in place. Embroider smile

lines and eye brows.
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BOY PUPPET

MATERIALS NEEDED:

2 glue on eyes
, 3 small shirt buttons

Colored thread for embroidered eye lashes, nose,
and mouth

Yarn for hair,.
Cotton or dacron stuffing for head
Plaid for shirt
Denim for pants
Light or dark fabric for' face and hands.

(Same pattern for Negro or Caucasion boy)

INSTRUCTIONS:

SeW hear"back and front together, making very small
seams, (1/4" thick).. Slash at curving points to
allow for smooth outside finish, being careful not
to cut through seam.

Place eyes, embroider face. Do not sew hair until
after stuffing.

Sew fly on front of pants. Stitch center of fly to
line up With center of pants. Sew almost to bottom
of fly, but leave room at bottom of fly to turn
under. Top stitch around edge and patch -pockets.

Sew. back pockets on and top stitch denim -look.

Sew shirt pocket on front of shirt and top stitch.
Top stitch back shoulder to look like a yoke.

Sew hand on back and front of shirt. Sew shoulder
seam together and top stitch on shirt side. Top stitch
on center front to look like .shirt opening by buttons.

Sew front, shirt and front pants together. Sew back
shirt and back pants,together. Sew side seams together.,
TurrCup 1/4" hem at bottom.

Put rivets in place.

Stuff head, place on body,-pin in place and hand whip
with small stitches.

4 r
',
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OPTIONAL DOG PUPPET_

4

0tERIALS NEEDED:

. Vinyl -3/4" wide by 14" long

2 Brads

1 ring tab''(from canned soda) for buckle on-ecollar

2 glue on eyes

0

Red felt for tongue

Black felt for tip of nose, roof of mouth and inside.
ears

14" of fake fur or fuzzy fabric

INSTRUCTIONS:
//

/
4

/// Sew parts of nose anti mouth together: Sew ears in
4.94-"`

pla-te on head. Sew nose and mouth- to 'body_

Collar: cut strip of vin1/1/4" x 14", for collar.

Break sharp tab off a rilig tab from a soft drink can.

'Fold vinyl -strip over each side, -Secure with-a brad..

on each side to/res.emblea bdtkle. Now secursecolka,r
. %

in place around neck of dog.

Glue eye's in picace.

86
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MA ERIALS LIST BY GRADE
(Schedule A)

Level K

PROJECT PRODUCED MATERIALS COMMERCIAL

1. Clean and dirty paper puppets
.patterns

2 2 baper tooth puppets

3. 2 transparency masters of Patrick

4. Hand stomach puppet- pattern

5; Evaluationsheet

6.- Hand Puppet Gray Rabbit

7 Paper Rabbit

Bird Pie transparency master

9. Evaluation sheet

10. "Red Ball" transparency

1. A.B. Le Crone Company
Rhythm Record Company
B19 N. W. 92 Street
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73114

$5.95

2. f Record "Swinging On A Star" 1.00,

3. Kindle (Scholastic) All Kinds 19.004"
of Feelings Filmstrip Cassette

4. "Smiles Don't .JuIt Happen"
(Scholastic) Filmstrip /Cassette

5. Big Brother, Robert Kraus, 4,159
Parent's Magazine Press
52 Vanderbilt Avenue.
New York, New Ydrk

6. "Will You Be My Friend?" 19.00
(Scholastic) Filmstrip/
Cassette

7. "Sticks,'N Stones"- 19.00
(Scholastic) Filmstrip/
Casiette .

Reflections ReCord
Vicki Carr

\

- 1.00

.TOTAL QI $88.54

'Tbesesecor'ds are difficult to obtain and are not necessary in orderto complete
the lessons involved.

g



Level I

PROJECT PRODUCED MATERIALS COMMERCIAL

In Guide

Erniet,Skippy, Eddie_Puppet
Patterns

'?i7ape of Skippy and Ernie
Dialogue

Flower Pattern

n.

*This package contai Part I & H. Part II is used in Level I
Package must'be purc as

"Everything is Recbr

Book jf I Were, BarbaraShook
Hazen. Western Pubjishing Co,

d 1.00

5.54

The Ugly Ducktin,g:,Scholastic .95
Version.

The Hating Book, Charlotte .

Zolotow Schaastic Books
*But It Isn't Yaws - Part 1
Guidance Associates Filmstrip/

ACassette
1,

**BFA Study Print 220004 My
Class: "Teachers Away"

BFAStudy.Print 221007. My
School: "Borrowing Without
Asking"

*"The Trouble With Truth" -
Part-1, Guidance Associates
F Imstrip/Caisefte

*"That's No Fair" - Part I
Guideonce Atsociates Filmstrip!

Cassette

BFA Study Print 221008 My
School :. "Littering"

BFA Study Print 220001 My
Class: "School B-ook",

See Level II) TOTAL

.95

26.00 ..

25.50.

26.0

26.00

$110.94

*: Note The BFA Study Prints used in Level I, II, and HI (seventeen prints) must-be Ordered as a set
'from the company. The sef will be}(nown as the "Special Texas Package". V6.50. This set "

Cannat be broken. : /

,.;



LEVEL II

PROJECT PRODUCED MATERIALS

In Guide.

Transparency Boy ansi girl
daydreaming

Transparency Three Faces

*Transparency Sharing Toys

4

COMMERCIAL
.

$ '2.50

2.00

Book, I Write It Ruth Krauss ,--
Harper and Row $2.57, 1970

Book, The Turtle and His Friends,
Thomas and Patricia.Gnagey, 1970
Facilitation House, Ottawa, Ill.

*"But ItSsn't Yours" Part II
Guidance Associates- Filmstrip/
Cassette ($24.50)

BF A Study Print 20008, My Clast:
"Last-One Chosen" *,

*"That's No Fair" Part II
Guidance Associates Filmstrip/
Cassette ($24.50)

BFA Study Print 220003 My Class:
"Cheating Oil a Test"

BFA Study Print 221004 (Ay Schoo
"Fight'"

BFA Study Print 221002 My Schoo
"Wall" ,

*The TrOtible With Truth Part II
Guidance.Associates Filmstrip/.
Cassette ($24.50)

4 o

BFA Study Print 221001 My Schoo
"Crossing Guard"

BPA Study Print 220007 My Class
"New Student"

(See Level l) Total.

*This Package containsParts 1-81
II. Part I is used in Level I. Package
must log poropased as a unit:

4

4.50

.

1,



PROJECT PRODUCED MATE

Level III
-fol.

IALS COMMERCIAL

In Guide

Value Activity Sheet "No One
Else" Student Handout

r -

"What Person In This'Group"
Stud6nt Handout

L

N

1"Guess Who's In A Grout)" $26.00
Guidance Associates Filmstrip!'

:Cassette

' BF Study Prints People I
Don t Know. "Discrimination (2)
219004, 219.005

BFA Study Print 218004
"Cheating" - My Friends

BFA Study Print 218005 ':Four
Eyes" My Friends

BFA Study Print 216008 My Home-
"Thirsty Dog"

"You Promised" Guidance
Associates Filmstrip/Cassette

BFA Study Print 216001 My Home.
"Locked House"

BFA Study Print 219007 People
I Don't Know. "Lost Child"4

. , "Hey Dad, What Are You Doing?",,
and "I Double Dare You To"
filmstrip/cassette. Photographic
Laboratories, 1926 West Gr,ay,
Houston, Texas 77019

TOTAL

26.00

15.00

$67.00

;
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PROJECT PRODUCED Mkt.TRIALS', -:COMMERCIAL

In Guide

Handouts:

Girl Scout Law
Response to Pledge
Law of the Camp Fire Girls
Blue Bird Wish
Oaths of Office
Flag Pledges / ---
Hidden Word Puzzle (Rick' and

Lady)
"I Am Glad"

"Happiness"

"Be:st Friend"

Matching Quiz Book, T.V.
Monies

Hidden Word Puzile
"Things for Which Others,Might D

like Me"
Song "I Art Proud"
Career Examples
Career Riddles
Weekly Budget
Hidden Word Puzzle Savings
Account

"Beat the Clock"
Song "A #1mely Rhyme
'individual Evaluation'
Poem -"Song of Greatness"
:`Follow the Leader Questions"

Transparencjes:
o

Transpare'ncies of famous people

"Play Bali" Lessor - Transparericies
Total 4

Cassettes

Cassettes Of stories;
Cassettes of son
(Optional)

s-

9 G

4

*Filmstrip/Cassette "No Place
'Like Home" (Westinghouse Series:
Our Values)

*Filmstrip/Cassette "The Broken 15.50

Sleds" (Westinghouse Series: Our
Values)

Filmstrip/Cassette 'Tam Puts It 12.95

Off", Eyegate House

$15.50

Filmstrip/Cassette "Reflections"
Photographic Lab, 1926 West
Gray,Houstbn, Texas 770.191

*Filmstryp/Cassette or Record,
"11_4.Y.Best Friend" (Holt, Rinehart
and Winston $.er.ies: Values in
Action) ,

TOTAL

20.00

13.00

$76.95

*These filmstrips-are p a package and the
publisher may be reluctant to break the set.

d
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Level V

PROJECT PRbDUCED MATERIALS COMMERCIAL

In Gui(i,
,

Troi)spor:nciP.s

A 1
A2
A3
C1

H<fRtlOtttS

\Janet's ()fail/
"What's Wrong with Jeb Miller?"
'Kelly's Addition"

"Mr _lames Miller Speaks"
"Why Kelly's Addition should
,Be Rezoned"

"Max" and "Max Is Not Alone"
Filmstrip; Tape, Photographic
Laboratories, 1962 West Gray,
Houston, Texas 77019

TOTAL

S 15.00

S 15.00



1

. VENDOR LIST

(SCHEDULE B)

FILMSTRIPS/CASSETTES

SCHOLASTIC KINDLE FILMSTRIPS
904 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliff, New Jersey 07622 (alSo av Liable in

Spanish at a slightly higher price)

"All Kinds of Feelings", (Level
"Smiles Don't Just'Happee (Level
Will You Be My Friend?" (Level K)
"Sticks 'N Stones" (Level K)

GU/DANCE ASSOCIATES
3rd Avenue

4ew Ydrk, New York 10017

6 "But It Isn't.Yjours" (Levels 1 and 2)
110

"That's. No Fair!" (.Levels 1 and 2)

"Guess Who's In a tip" (Level 3)
"You Promised" 0E,lev 3)

Developing Values (Parts i & II) (Level 8)
"Shaping Identity Parts I &/I) (Level 8),

$ 9.00

9.00
9.00
y.00

AUDIO VISUAL SERVICES, INC. (WESTINGHOUSE LEARNING CORP.)
2310 Austin Street

HouSton, Texas 77004 ,x

Richard Hunter, Sales Representative (223-4591)

"No.P5.ace Like Home" (Level 4)
"The Broken. -Sleds"

Or Vales SerieS-"Equalit mss' Equal = Same?"
"Life n the Rocks" (3 filmstrips) (Level. 8)

Ell --

1

EYEGATE
7911. Lichen Lane

Spring, Texas 77383

Frank W. Cox, Sales Representative (376-1739)

"Pam Puts It Off" (Level 4)

(Level

c 4t,

2.00
.00 ,

,00

26f.00

dj qL.so
,

15.50
15'750

6) 16.50
59 :00



PHOTOGRAPHIC LABORATORIES
1926:West Geay
Houston, Texas 77019
Bob Brake, Sales Representative (.529 -5846)

"Hey Dad, What Are You Doing" and
"I Double Dare You To" (Level 3) '

"Reflections"' (Level 4) ,

"Max" and "Max Is Not Alone" (Level 5)
"Basketball Game" (Level 6)
"Wanting A Bicycle" ALeve12,1,
"Advertising" .

WINSTON PRESS
. 25 Groveland TerrdCe .

Minneapolis, Minn. 55403
Mr. Jack Dickerson, Sales Representative

"My Best Friend" (Level 4)
"Terry Takes A Ride" (Level 6)
"Its All Your Fatilt" -(Level 6)

STUDY PRINTS

m, BFA EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
2211 Michigan Avenue
Santa Monica, California 90404

"Teachers Away" (Level 1)
"Borrowing Without Asking (Level 1)
"Littering" (Level 1)
"School Book" (Level .1)

"Last One Chosen" (Level 2)
"Cheating on a Test" (Level "2)

"Fight!" (Level 2)
"Wall" (Level 2)
"Crossing Guard" (Level 2)
"New Student" (Level 2)
"Discrimination" (2) ,(Level 3)
"Cheating" (Ilvel 3)
"M7 Friends," (Level 3)
"Thirsty Dog" (Level 3)

"Locked House" (Level 3)
"Lost Child" (Level 3)

15.00
20.00
15.-00

15.00
15.00
15.00

13.00

15.00
15.00

* 25.50

* The BFA Study Prints used in Levels 1, aid 3-1seventeen-prints4-.166it
be ordered as a set from the company. The'get will be known as the -.
"Special Texas Pgckage," This set cannot be broken.
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,VENDOR LIST

(SCHEDULE B)

V

FILM5TRIPA/CASSETTES

SCHOLASTIC KINDLE FILMSTRIPS
904 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliff, New Jersey 07622 (a)so'available in

.Spanish at a slightly higher price)

"All Kinds of Feeling5" (Level K)
"Smiles Don't Just Happen" (Level K)
-"Will You Be My Fried ?" (Level K)
"Sticks Stones?` (Level K)

GUIDANCE ASSOCIATES
757-3rd Avenue
New York.,ew 10017

l_.-

"But It Isn't Yours" (Levels 1 and 2)
"That's No Fair".(Levels.1 and 2)
"Guess Who's In a Group" (Leve1,3)
"You Promised" (Level 3)
Developing Values (Parts I & II) (Level 8)
"Shaping Identity (Parts I & II) (Level 8)

N

AUDIO VISUALSERVICES, INC. (WESTINGHOUSE LEARNING CORP.)
2310'Austin Street \
Houston, Fexas 77004
Richard Hunter, Sales Representative (223-4591)

$ 19.00
19.00

19.00
19.00

26.00
26.00
26.00
26.001/4

41.59
41.50

"No Place Like Home" (Level 4) 15.50
"The Broken Sleds" 15.50
Our Values Series -"Equality: Does Equal = Same?" (Level 6) 16.50
"Life on theRockfi2jilmsteE4p51(Ievel 8) 59.00

EYEGATE \

7911'Ilchell Lane

Spring, Texas 77373

Frank W. Cox, Sales Representative (376-1739)

"Pam Puts It Off."--(revel 4).

103
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PHOTOGRAPHIQ LABORATORIES 1

1926 West Gray

Houston, Texas 77019
Bob Drake, Sales Representative (529-5846i'

"Hey Dad, What Are YoU Doing" and
"I Nele Dare You To" (Lt4vel 3) $ 1.15.00
"Reflections" (Level 4) 20.00
"Max" and "Max Is Not Alone" (Level 5) 15.00

"YBasketba11 Game" (Level 6) 15.00
"Wanting A Bicycle". (Level 7) 15.00
"Advertising" 15.00

WINST9N PRESS
25 GrOveland Terrace
Minneapolis, Minn. 55403
Mr. Jack Dickerson, Sales Representative

"My Best Friend" (Level 4)
"Terry Takes A Ride" (Level 6)
"Its All Your Fault" (Level 6)

STUDY PRINTS

BFA EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
2211 Michigan Avenue
nta Monica, California 90404

\"Teachers'Away" (Level 1)

)"Borrowing Without Asking (Level'l)
"Littering" (Level 1)
"School Book':. (Level-1)

"Last One Chosen" (Level 2)
"Cheating on a Test" (Level 2)
"Fight!" (Level 2)
"Wall" (Level 2)
"Crossing Guard" (Level 2),

"New Student" (Leyel 2)
"Discrimination" (2) (Level 3)
"Cheating" (Level 3)
"My Friends" (Level 3)
"Thirsty Dog" (Leve1,3J
"Locked House" (Level 3)
"Lost Child" (Level 3)

13.00
15.00

L5:00

* 25.50

* The BFA Study Prints used in Levels 1, 2, and 3 (seventeen prints) must
be ordered as a set from the company. The set will be known as the
"Special Texas Package." This set cannot be broken.
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1

BOOKS

PARENT'S MAGAZINE PRESS
52 Vanderbilt Avenue.

.New York, New York

Big Brother (Level K)

WESTERN PUBLISHING COMPANY

c,

$ ` 4.59

6200 Richmond Avenue '

Houston, Texas
Walter Escue, Sales Representative (686-7834)

If I Were (Level 1)

4

5.54

SCHOLASTIC MAGAZINES AND BOOK SERVICES

50 West 44th Street
New York, New York 10036
Mrs. Joyce Martin, Local Sales Representative (497-5650)-

The Ugly Duckling (Level 1) .95

The, Hating'Book (Level 1)

HARPER AND ROW PUBLISHERS
49 East.33rd Street
New York, New York 10016

I Write` It (Level 2) 2.50

FACILITATION HOUSE
P.O. Box 611
Ottawa, Illinois 61350

The Turtle and His Friends (Level 2) 2.00

RECORDS

A.B. LECRONE COMPANY
Rhythm Record Company-
819 N.V. 92nd Street
.Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73114

PyeschoolPhysical Fitness (Level K) 5.95

Local Record Stores

Swinging on a'Star (Level X) 1.00

Reflections - Vicki Carr (Level K) 1.00
Everything is Beautiful - Ray Pride (Level 1)

IC2



LEVEL 6

MATE7IALS LIST PATTERN OF HEALTHFUL LIVING

WINSTON, PRESS
25 Grove land Terrace
Minneapolis, Minn. 55403
Mr. Jack Dickerson, Sales Representative

Walues In Attion

"Terry Takes &Ride"
:'Its All Your. Fault "'

AUDIO VISUAL SERVICES, INC. (Westinghouse)
2310 Austin Street
Houston, Texas 77004
Mr. ,Richard Huhter, Sales Representative

Our Values Series

"Equality: Does Equal = Same?"

PHOTOG R4PHIC LABORATORIES
1926'W.est Gray
Houston, Texas 77019
Mr. Bob Drake, Sales Representative

Co

$ 15.00
$ 15.00

$ 16.50

"Basketball Game" $ 15.00

'

LEVEL 7

PHOTOGRAPHIC LABORATORIES
1926 West Gray
Houston, Texas 77019s-
Mr. Bob Drake, Sales Representative

"Wanting A Bicycl?"
,"Advertising" ,

LEVEL 8

AUDIO VISUAL SERVICES, INC. (Westinghouse)
2310 Austin Street
Houston, Texas 77004
Mr. Richard Hunter, Sales Representative

"Life on the Rocks" (3 filmstrips)

GUIDANCE AgSOCIATES
757 3rd Avenue

ew York, New York 10017

"Developing Values (Parts I & II)
(Parts I & II)

103 TOTAL

$05.00
$ 15.00.

$ 509.00

$ 41.50
41.50:.

co.

-00


